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Abstract
Given a fuzzy logic system, how can we determine the membership functions that will result
in the best performance? If we constrain the membership functions to a speciﬁc shape (e.g.,
triangles or trapezoids) then each membership function can be parameterized by a few variables and the membership optimization problem can be reduced to a parameter optimization
problem. The parameter optimization problem can then be formulated as a nonlinear ﬁltering
problem. In this paper we solve the nonlinear ﬁltering problem using H1 state estimation theory. However, the membership functions that result from this approach are not (in general)
sum normal. That is, the membership function values do not add up to one at each point
in the domain. We therefore modify the H1 ﬁlter with the addition of state constraints so that
the resulting membership functions are sum normal. Sum normality may be desirable not only
for its intuitive appeal but also for computational reasons in the real time implementation of
fuzzy logic systems. The methods proposed in this paper are illustrated on a fuzzy automotive
cruise controller and compared to Kalman ﬁltering based optimization.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we use the term fuzzy parameters to refer to the parameters that
deﬁne the membership functions of a fuzzy logic system. For instance, if we are using
triangular membership functions, then the fuzzy parameters would be the centers and
half-widths of the triangles.
Researchers have used many diﬀerent methods over the past decade to optimize
fuzzy membership functions. The methods can be broadly divided into two types:
those that explicitly use the derivatives of the fuzzy systems performance with
respect to the fuzzy parameters, and those that do not use these derivatives.
Derivative-free methods include genetic algorithms [1–3], neural networks [4,5], evolutionary programming [6], geometric methods [7], fuzzy equivalence relations [8],
and heuristic methods [9]. Derivative-based methods include gradient descent
[2,10], Kalman ﬁltering [11], the simplex method [12,13], least squares [14,15], backpropagation [16], and other numerical techniques [17].
Derivative-free methods can be desirable in that they do not require the explicit
derivatives of the objective function with respect to the fuzzy parameters. They
are more robust than derivative-based methods with respect to ﬁnding a global minimum and with respect to their applicability to a wide range of objective functions
and membership function forms. However, they typically tend to converge more
slowly than derivative-based methods. Derivative-based methods have the advantage
of fast convergence but they tend to converge to local minima. In addition, due to
their dependence on analytical derivatives, they are limited to speciﬁc objective functions, speciﬁc types of inference, and speciﬁc types of membership functions.
In this paper we present an H1 ﬁlter for fuzzy membership function optimization.
This is similar to Kalman ﬁltering methods [11,18]. The use of H1 ﬁltering is motivated by the fact that it is often more robust than Kalman ﬁltering in the presence of
system noise, modeling errors, and nonlinearities [19]. The application of H1 ﬁltering to fuzzy membership function optimization does not involve high levels of noise
or modeling errors, but it does involve high levels of nonlinearity. This indicates that
H1 ﬁltering may be more robust than Kalman ﬁltering for this application.
A straightforward application of H1 ﬁltering is eﬀective for fuzzy membership
function optimization but it results in membership functions that are not sum normal. That is, the membership function values do not add up to one at each point
in the domain. Sum normal membership functions are desirable for several reasons.
First, sum normality is assumed in some approaches to fuzzy decision making [20].
Second, sum normality is desired by many fuzzy system engineers for its aesthetic
and intuitive appeal [21]. Third, some rule base reduction algorithms guarantee that
a sum normal set of membership functions will remain sum normal even after rule
base reduction [22]. Fourth, fuzzy logic software can be written with less code and
greater computational eﬃciency if it can be assumed that the membership functions
are sum normal. (This is simply an example of the general rule that software can be
written smaller and faster if its inputs have more constraints and therefore the software requirements can be made less general.) We therefore modify the H1 ﬁlter used
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in this paper in such a way that sum normality is guaranteed in the resulting fuzzy
membership functions.
The next section presents the use of H1 ﬁltering for membership function optimization. We then modify this method to reduce the computational requirements, and
we also modify the method to guarantee sum normality in the resulting membership
functions. Section 3 contains some simulation results of a fuzzy automotive cruise
controller, including comparisons with Kalman ﬁlter based optimization. Section 4
contains a summary and concluding remarks.

2. Fuzzy system optimization via H‘ ﬁltering
In this paper we assume that our fuzzy system uses correlation product inference
[23], which will be described later in this section. We further assume that ﬁtness values are combined with the min operator, and the input and output membership
functions are (possibly asymmetric) triangles. The initial rule base and some initial
membership functions are given, perhaps constructed on the basis of experience,
or trial and error. The generation of rule bases is a diﬃcult and important task in
the construction of fuzzy logic systems but is not discussed in this paper.
Consider the ith fuzzy membership function of the jth input zj. We will denote its
þ
modal point as cij, its lower half-width as b
ij , and its upper half-width as bij . The
membership function attains a value of 1 when the input is cij. As the input decreases
from cij, the membership function value decreases linearly to 0 at cij  b
ij , and
remains at 0 for all inputs less than cij  b
ij . As the input increases from cij, the membership function value decreases linearly to 0 at cij þ bþ
ij , and remains at 0 for all
inputs greater than cij þ bþ
.
The
degree
of
membership
of the jth crisp input zj in
ij
its ith fuzzy set is therefore given by
8


>
< 1 þ ðzj  cij Þ=bij if bij 6 ðzj  cij Þ 6 0;
fij ðzj Þ ¼ 1  ðzj  cij Þ=bþ
ð1Þ
if 0 6 ðzj  cij Þ 6 bþ
ij
ij ;
>
:
0
otherwise:
We will further assume that our fuzzy system has only one output. This restriction
is made only for notational convenience and does not aﬀect the theoretical results presented herein. Suppose there are a total of M rules in the fuzzy system. The consequent
of the jth rule is a triangular fuzzy set with modal point cj, lower half-width b
j ,
and upper half-width bþ
j . That is, the fuzzy set of the consequent of the jth rule is given
as
8


>
< 1 þ ðy  cj Þ=bj if bj 6 ðy  cj Þ 6 0;
mj ðyÞ ¼ 1  ðy  cj Þ=bþ
ð2Þ
if 0 6 ðy  cj Þ 6 bþ
j
j ;
>
:
0
otherwise:
Suppose that the jth rule is a consequent of z1 belonging to fuzzy set i and z2 belonging to fuzzy set k. Then the activation level of the consequent of the jth rule is wj,
which is given as
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wj ¼ min½fi1 ðz1 Þ; fk2 ðz2 Þ.
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ð3Þ

The fuzzy output when z1 2 (fuzzy set i) and z2 2 (fuzzy set k) is given as
 j ðyÞ ¼ wj mj ðyÞ.
m

ð4Þ

The overall fuzzy output m(y) takes into account the possibility that each input falls
into more than one fuzzy set so more than one rule can be ﬁred at the same time.
M
X
 j ðyÞ.
mðyÞ ¼
ð5Þ
m
j¼1

The sum aggregation represented by the above equation could result in a member j ðyÞ are not sum normal.
ship function value m(y) > 1 if the membership functions m
This is illustrated later in Fig. 3(b) and (c). A membership function value greater
than one is nonintuitive, which is part of the motivation for constrained membership
function optimization.
The fuzzy output is mapped to a crisp number ^y using centroid defuzziﬁcation
[23].
PM
j¼1 wj Cj J j
^y ¼ PM
.
ð6Þ
j¼1 wj J j
Cj and Jj are the centroid and area of the jth output fuzzy membership function.
The centroid of mj(y), the jth output fuzzy set, is deﬁned as as
R
ymj ðyÞ dy
Cj ¼ R
.
ð7Þ
mj ðyÞ dy
After substituting (2) into the above equation and working through a couple of pages
of straightforward calculus and algebra, we obtain
Cj ¼

þ


bþ
j ð3cj þ bj Þ þ bj ð3cj  bj Þ

3ðbþ
j þ bj Þ

.

ð8Þ

This can easily be extended to the case where there are more than two inputs and one
output but the notation becomes cumbersome.
If the fuzzy membership functions are triangles as assumed in this paper,
derivative-based methods can be used to optimize the modal points and the halfwidths of the input and output membership functions. Consider an error function
given by
N
1 X
E¼
g E2 ;
2N n¼1 n n
ð9Þ
En ¼ ^y n  y n .
where N is the number of training samples, yn is the target output of the fuzzy system, ^y n is the actual output of the fuzzy system, and gn is a weighting function. The
role of gn will in illustrated in the example of Section 3. We can minimize E by using
the partial derivatives of E with respect to the modal points and half-widths of the
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input and output fuzzy membership functions. We can obtain expressions for these
derivatives using (1)–(6). Then, using the diﬀerentiation chain rule on (9), we can
obtain expressions for the derivative of the error function with respect to the halfwidths and modal points. We can then use those derivatives in an optimization
scheme to minimize the error function with respect to the fuzzy membership function
parameters. This idea was perhaps ﬁrst suggested in [24] and was later applied to
fuzzy phase-locked loop ﬁlter design and motor current estimation [2,18]. The derivative formulas are given in [25].
2.1. H1 ﬁltering
Various derivations of the H1 ﬁlter are available in the literature [26,27]. In this
section we brieﬂy outline the version derived in [28] and show how it can be applied
to fuzzy membership function optimization. We use the convention that the derivative of an m-element vector a with respect to a p-element vector b is
2 oa

ob1

oa1
obp

oam
ob1

oam
obp

1

oa 6
6
¼ 6 ..
ob 4 .

3

7
.. 7
.
. 7
5

ð10Þ

Consider a nonlinear time-invariant ﬁnite dimensional discrete time system of the
form
xnþ1 ¼ f ðxn Þ þ Bwn þ dn ;
d n ¼ hðxn Þ þ vn ;

ð11Þ

where the vector xn is the state of the system at time n, wn and vn are white noise, dn is
an arbitrary noise sequence, dn is the observation vector, and f(Æ) and h(Æ) are nonlinear vector functions of the state. The problem addressed by the H1 ﬁlter is to ﬁnd
an estimate ^xnþ1 of xn+1 given {d0, . . . , dn}. It is assumed that {wn} and {vn} are independent unity variance noise process, but the noise sequence {dn} is arbitrary. We
deﬁne the augmented noise vector and the estimation error as follows:
en ¼ ½wTn

T
vTn  ;

~xn ¼ xn  ^xn .

ð12Þ

The problem solved by the H1 ﬁlter is to ﬁnd an estimate ^xn such that the inﬁnity
norm of the transfer function from the augmented noise vector e to the estimation
error ~x is bounded by a user-deﬁned quantity c.
kG~xe k1 < c.

ð13Þ

This means that the maximum steady-state gain from e to ~x is less than c. It can be
shown [28] that the desired estimate ^xn can be obtained by the following recursive
H1 estimator:
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of ðxÞ
;
ox x¼^xn

ohðxÞ
Hn ¼
;
ox x¼^xn
Fn ¼

Q0 ¼ Eðx0 xT0 Þ;

ð14Þ

Qn ðI  H T HP n Þ ¼ ðI  Qn =c2 ÞP n ;
Qnþ1 ¼ FP n F T þ BBT ;
K n ¼ FP n H T ;
^xnþ1 ¼ F ^xn þ K n ðd n  H^xn Þ
assuming that {Qn} and {Pn} are nonsingular sequences of matrices. Kn is known
as the H1 gain. In the case of a linear system it can be shown that the covariance
of the estimation error is bounded by Qn [28].
T

E½ðxn  ^xn Þðxn  ^xn Þ  6 Qn .

ð15Þ

For nonlinear systems the transfer function G~xe is undeﬁned (but the maximum gain
from e to ~x is still generally less than c), and the covariance bound is not strictly satisﬁed (but is still approximately satisﬁed). This is similar to the near optimality of the
extended Kalman ﬁlter for nonlinear systems. The H1 ﬁlter equations do not satisfy
the transfer function bound (13) or the covariance bound (15) unless the following
inequalities hold at each time step n
I  Qn =c2 > 0;
I þ HQn H T > 0.

ð16Þ

2.2. Fuzzy system optimization
We can view the optimization of fuzzy membership functions as a weighted leastsquares minimization problem, where the error vector is the diﬀerence between the
fuzzy system outputs and the target values for those outputs. We use dn to denote
the target vector for the fuzzy system outputs at the the nth time step, and h(k) to
denote the actual outputs at this time step at the kth iteration of the H1 ﬁlter. In
order to cast the membership function optimization problem in a form suitable
for H1 ﬁltering, we let the membership function parameters constitute the state of
a nonlinear system, and we let the output of the fuzzy system constitute the output
of the nonlinear system to which the H1 ﬁlter is applied.
We will consider a two-input, one-output fuzzy system. This restriction is made
only for notational convenience and the results in this paper can be (conceptually)
easily extended to an unlimited number of inputs and outputs. Consider a fuzzy system that has l1 fuzzy sets for the ﬁrst input, l2 fuzzy sets for the second input, and j
fuzzy sets for the output. As before we denote the modal point and half-widths of the
þ
ith fuzzy membership function of the jth input by cij, b
ij , and bij respectively. We
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denote the modal point and half-widths of the ith fuzzy membership function of
þ
the output by ci, b
i , and bi respectively. The state of the nonlinear system can then
be represented as
x ¼ ½b
bþ
c11
b
bþ
cl1 1
11
11
l1 1
l1 1
b
12

bþ
12

b
1

bþ
1

c12

b
l2 2

bþ
l2 2

c1

b
j

bþ
j

cl2 2

ð17Þ

T

cj  .

The vector x thus consists of all of the fuzzy membership function parameters
arranged in a column vector. The nonlinear system model to which the H1 ﬁlter
can be applied is
xnþ1 ¼ xn þ Bwn þ dn ;
ð18Þ
d n ¼ hðxn Þ þ vn ;
where h(xn) is the fuzzy systems nonlinear mapping from the membership function
parameters to the single fuzzy system output, and wn, dn, and vn are artiﬁcially added
noise processes. The addition of these noise processes is a commonly practiced technique in parameter estimation algorithms to increase the stability of the estimator
[29,30]. Now we can apply the H1 recursion (14). f(Æ) is the identity mapping, dn is
the target output of the fuzzy system, and hð^xn Þ is the actual output of the fuzzy system
given the current membership function parameters. Hn is the partial derivative of the
fuzzy output with respect to the membership function parameters (which can be computed as described and referenced earlier in this paper), and Fn is the identity matrix.
The B and c variables are tuning parameters that can be considered to be proportional to the magnitudes of the artiﬁcial noise processes. The determination of B and
c is a diﬃcult task that remains as an open research problem, similar to the tuning of
the covariance matrices of a Kalman ﬁlter [31]. However, some general guidelines for
determining B and c can be given. As we increase B and c we tell the ﬁlter that the
state is likely to change more at each time step. This results in a ﬁlter that is more
responsive to changes in the measurement. This can be viewed as an increase in
the ‘‘bandwidth’’ of the ﬁlter. The H1 optimization is somewhat sensitive to appropriate choices of B and c. Values of B and c that are too small result in slow convergence of the optimization algorithm, and possibly convergence to a local minimum
that is larger than that achieved by more appropriate values of B and c. Values of B
and c that are too large cause an oversensitivity of the algorithm to local gradients,
and result in divergence. In our experiments we found that changes in B and c by a
factor of two or so did not have much of an eﬀect on the algorithm, but changes by a
factor 10 gave worse results (i.e., divergence, or convergence to poor results) than
more appropriate values of B and c.
2.3. Fuzzy system optimization with sum normal constraints
The H1 optimization proposed here works well but results in membership functions that are not sum normal. This will be seen in the simulation results presented
later in this paper. Sum normality is sometimes desirable in membership functions
for several reasons as described in Section 1 of this paper.
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At ﬁrst glance it might be thought that sum normality could be imposed on the H1
ﬁlter by simply optimizing the membership functions with respect to the modal points,
and then using the sum normal condition to determine the half-widths. That is, we
could optimize with respect to the modal points but not the half-widths. Then the
sum-normal constraint could be used to determine the half-widths. This sounds feasible but it does not work either in principle or in practice. When the modal point derivatives are computed apart from the half-width derivatives, and then the half-widths
are computed by some other method, the resultant fuzzy logic system does not perform
well. This approach is like minimizing a coupled, multivariable function with respect to
one parameter and then independently changing the other parameters. The resultant
function value will not be minimum and there is no reason to suppose it will even have
moved in the right direction. If we independently change all the other parameters then
the point at which we are located in function space has changed and our derivative
calculation is no longer valid. This section shows that the optimization discussed in
the previous section can be modiﬁed in a more rigorous way so that the resultant membership functions are optimal under the sum normality constraint.
Another way of constraining membership functions to be sum normal is to reduce
the number of optimized parameters. For example, if the membership functions are
triangular, then the upper half-width of a membership function must be equal to the
lower half-width of the next membership function. These two half-widths are then
both represented by a single parameter. However, such an optimization method cannot be extended to inequality constrained optimization. Inequality constrained optimization may be desired if we want certain membership functions to have centroids
or half-widths that satisfy inequality constraints. We therefore take a more general
approach to constrained optimization that can be extended to inequality constraints.
Although inequality constrained optimization is not explicitly addressed in this
paper, the method that we present can be extended to inequality constraints for
applications other than sum normality [32].
As above we consider a two-input, one-output fuzzy logic system. The ﬁrst input has
l1 fuzzy sets, and the second input has l2 fuzzy sets. We denote the modal points and
þ
half-widths of the fuzzy membership functions by ci1, b
i1 , and bi1 (i = 1, . . . ,l1) for the

þ
ﬁrst input, and ci2, bi2 , and bi2 (i = 1, . . . ,l2) for the second input. If the membership
functions for the two inputs are sum normal then the following equalities hold:
c1j þ bþ
1j ¼ c2j
c1j þ

b
2j

ðj ¼ 1; 2Þ;

¼ c2j ;

c2j þ bþ
2j ¼ c3j ;
c2j þ b
3j ¼ c3j ;
..
.

..
.

clj 1;j þ bþ
lj 1;j ¼ clj j ;
clj 1;j þ b
lj j ¼ clj j .

ð19Þ
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We have another set of equalities for the output. The fuzzy logic system has j fuzzy
sets for the output. We denote the modal points and half-widths of the fuzzy memþ
bership functions of the output by ci, b
i , and bi (i = 1, . . . , j). If the membership
functions for the output are sum normal then the following equalities hold:
c 1 þ bþ
1 ¼ c2 ;
c 1 þ b
2 ¼ c2 ;
c 2 þ bþ
2 ¼ c3 ;
c 2 þ b
3 ¼ c3 ;
..
..
.
.

ð20Þ

cj1 þ bþ
j1 ¼ cj ;
cj1 þ b
j ¼ cj .
Equalities (19) and (20) can be written in matrix form as
Lx ¼ 0;

ð21Þ

where x is the vector in (17) and L is the block diagonal matrix
2
3
L1 0 0
6
7
L ¼ 4 0 L2 0 5 .
0

0

ð22Þ

L3

The Li matrices are derived from (19) and (20). L1 is a 2(l1  1) · 3l1 matrix, L2 is a
2(l2  1) · 3l2 matrix, and L3 is a 2(j  1) · 3j matrix. Each Li matrix is of the
form
2
3
02 3
M 1 M 2 02 3
60
02 3 7
6 2 3 M1 M2
7
6
7;
ð23Þ
Li ¼ 6 .
.
.
.
.
.. 7
..
..
..
4 ..
5
02 3
02 3 M 1 M 2
where 02·3 is the 2 · 3 matrix containing all zeros, and the Mj matrices are given by


0 1 1
;
M1 ¼
0 0 1
ð24Þ


0 0 1
M2 ¼
.
1 0 1
Therefore, in order to optimize fuzzy membership functions with the constraint that
they remain sum normal, we can perform H1 ﬁltering under the constraint deﬁned
by (21). The sum normal constrained fuzzy system optimization problem therefore
reduces to an H1 estimation problem with state equality constraints. This problem
has been solved in [32]. The introduction of state constraints changes the Qn+1 and
the Kn equations given in the H1 ﬁlter equations (14) to the following:
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Qnþ1 ¼ ðI  LT LÞFP n F T ðI  LT LÞ þ BBT ;
K n ¼ ðI  LT LÞFP n H T .

ð25Þ

The remaining equations in (14) remain unchanged. These changes ensure that the
fuzzy logic system deﬁned by the parameters in the ^x vector is sum normal.
2.4. Computational analysis
The H1 ﬁlter given in (14) is dominated by the set of linear equations that must be
solved in order to compute Pn. In general, the computational eﬀort required to solve
k linear equations is proportional to k3. The incorporation of the equality constraints
in (25) is usually a small portion of the total computational eﬀort, because those
equations do not involve the simultaneous solutions of linear equations. The computational eﬀort of both unconstrained and constrained Kalman and H1 ﬁltering will
therefore be proportional to k3, where k is the total number of fuzzy membership
function parameters. This shows that the optimization method presented here does
not scale very well for large problems. However, many current eﬀorts are directed
towards rule base reduction, hierarchical fuzzy systems, and fuzzy systems whose
parameter count grows slower than exponentially with the number of inputs and
outputs [33].
In order to reduce the computational eﬀort of the H1 ﬁlter, a pseudo-steady-state
assumption can be made in (14) that

ohðxÞ
Hn H0 ¼
.
ð26Þ
ox 
x¼^x0

So the calculation of the partial derivative matrix can be performed only once. This
assumption is only valid if the partial derivative of the system output h(Æ) with respect
to the state estimate ^xn does not change much from iteration to iteration [34]. This
technique is simply a tradeoﬀ between computational eﬀort and theoretical integrity.
In practice it turns out that this tradeoﬀ often results in only a small dropoﬀ in
performance at a fraction of the computational cost. However, the computational
eﬀort will still grow with k3.
Further computational savings can be obtained beyond the pseudo-steady-state
assumption. If we monitor the value of the Kn matrix in the H1 ﬁlter, it will eventually reach a steady state value. In this case we can skip the calculation of Qn
and Pn and simply use the steady state value of Kn. This method can only be used
if the pseudo-steady-state assumption is used. This approximation will reduce the ﬁlter equations to the single ^xn equation given in (14). This equation has a computational cost that is proportional to kj, where again k is the total number of fuzzy
parameters, and j is the total number of output membership functions. After Kn
has reached steady state we see that the computational eﬀort is linearly proportional
to the number of fuzzy parameters, and the optimization method becomes much
more scalable. Again, however, this is a tradeoﬀ between computational eﬀort and
theoretical integrity. The use of a steady state Kn may or may not give good optimization results, depending on the speciﬁc problem.
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3. Simulation results
In this section we illustrate the use of the H1 ﬁlter for training fuzzy membership
function parameters, both with and without sum normal constraints. The application is a fuzzy automotive cruise control system [21, pp. 186ﬀ]. An automobiles
acceleration can be stated as a function of the external forces acting on the vehicle:
engine force fe (a function of the throttle position), drag force fd (a function of velocity), and gravity-induced force fg (a function of road grade). If we assume that the
time constant of the engine is small relative to the time constant of the vehicle, we
obtain
m_v ¼ fe ðhÞ  fd ðvÞ  fg ;
where m is the vehicle mass, v is the velocity, and h is the throttle position. The external forces are given by
pﬃﬃﬃ
fe ðhÞ ¼ fi þ c h;
fd ðvÞ ¼ av2 signðvÞ;
fg ¼ mg sinðgradeÞ;
where c, a, g, and fi are constants. We will use the values m = 1000 kg, c = 12,500 N,
and a = 4 N/(m/s)2. fi is the engine idle force, which we will assume to be 1000 N, and
g is the acceleration due to gravity, which is about 9.81 m/s2.
A two-input, one-output fuzzy cruise control can be designed by deﬁning error as
the reference speed minus the measured speed, and implementing rules such as the
following: ‘‘If the error is small positive, and the change in error is zero, then change
the throttle position by a small positive amount.’’ Another rule might be, ‘‘If the error
is zero, and the change in error is large positive, then change the throttle position by a
small positive amount.’’ A rule base was deﬁned intuitively with ﬁve membership
functions each for the two inputs and the output. So l1, l2, and j in (17) are all equal
to ﬁve. The rule base is shown in Table 1. This is the same as the rule base that is
given for this problem in [21].

Table 1
Rule base for fuzzy cruise controller
Error change

NL
NS
Z
PS
PL

Error
NL

NS

Z

PS

PL

NL
NL
NL
Z
PS

NL
NS
NS
Z
PS

NS
Z
Z
Z
PS

NS
Z
PS
PS
PL

NS
Z
PL
PL
PL

The output of the fuzzy logic system is the change in throttle position. NL = Negative Large,
NS = Negative Small, Z = Zero, PS = Positive Small, PL = Positive Large.
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Since there are a total of three fuzzy variables (two inputs and one output), and
each fuzzy variable has ﬁve membership functions, the fuzzy cruise control has a
total of 15 membership functions. Each membership function is constrained to be
triangular so each membership function has three parameters (a modal point and
two half-widths). The fuzzy cruise control therefore has a total of 45 parameters
to be determined.
A Kalman or H1 ﬁlter can be used to optimize the fuzzy cruise control with respect
to these 45 parameters. These 45 parameters are arranged in a vector as shown in (17)
and hence comprise the 45-element state of the Kalman or H1 ﬁlter. If we are not
concerned with sum normality, we use the unconstrained Kalman ﬁlter equations
[25], or the unconstrained H1 ﬁlter equations shown in (14). If we desire to maintain sum normality in our optimized membership functions, we use the constrained
Kalman ﬁlter equations [25], or the constrained H1 ﬁlter modiﬁcations shown in
(25). The matrix L in Section 2.3 is a 2[(l1  1) + (l2  1) + (j  1)] · 3(l1 + l2 + j)
matrix, which for this example is a 24 · 45 matrix.
The error function (9) was deﬁned as the reference speed minus the vehicle speed.
The fuzzy cruise control was simulated using Matlab for 15 s with a controller
update period of 0.25 s, so N in (9) was equal to 60. The weighting function gn in
(9) was set to n/N to give a greater weight to errors at the end of the training interval;
in other words, we were more interested in decreasing settling time than in decreasing
overshoot.
H1 ﬁltering (both with and without sum normal constraints) was implemented in
Matlab to optimize the membership functions of the controller inputs and output.
The pseudo-steady-state formulation as described in Section 2.4 was used to decrease
training time. We tuned the H1 ﬁlter parameters manually for the best convergence
results. The training setup consisted of the cruise control operating in steady state on
a ﬂat road with a sudden 10% increase in the road grade at time = 0. The reference
speed of the cruise control was set at 40 m/s so the objective of the controller was to
maintain a 40 m/s velocity even after encountering a sudden 10% increase in road
grade.
Fig. 1 depicts the progress of training with H1 and Kalman ﬁltering (both with
and without sum normal constraints) with a time-varying H matrix. As expected,
the unconstrained ﬁlters converge more quickly and to a better solution than the
constrained ﬁlters, and the H1 ﬁlters exhibit better convergence than the Kalman
ﬁlters.
The computational eﬀort for the Kalman ﬁlter and the H1 ﬁlter are about the
same. The computational eﬀort of the ﬁlters with time-varying H matrices was about
20 s per 100 iterations (on a 1.2 GHz PC with 240 MB of RAM). The use of the pseudo-steady-state approximation described in Section 2.4 reduces the computational
eﬀort by about 25%. The CPU time required by the Kalman and H1 optimization
algorithms will be highly dependent on the implementation details. The computational eﬀort given in this paper should be used only for relative comparisons.
Now we move from the training scenario to the test scenario. Fig. 2 shows a test
case comparing the default fuzzy cruise controller with the cruise controller that was
optimized without sum normal constraints. In this test scenario the automobile
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Fig. 1. Training progress with time-varying H matrices.

Fig. 2. Test data before and after unconstrained optimization.

encountered a sudden 8% increase in the road grade at time = 0. The optimized
cruise controllers were the same as those that were trained with a 10% increase in
the road grade. Fig. 2 illustrates the cruise controller performance in a scenario other
than that for which it was trained. The reference velocity was ﬁxed at 40 m/s so the
cruise control attempted to maintain that velocity in the presence of the increased
road grade. The reduction in settling time is noticeable for the optimized cruise control. This reﬂects our choice of gn as described earlier (9). The optimized membership
functions are not sum normal in this case since we did not use the sum normal
constraints.
Fig. 3 shows the original membership functions and unconstrained optimized
membership functions for the output. (The input membership functions are not
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Fig. 3. Output membership functions: (a) default; (b) optimized via unconstrained Kalman ﬁltering;
(c) optimized via unconstrained H1 ﬁltering.

shown because they did not change as much during the optimization process.) The
optimized membership functions work well as seen from Fig. 2, but they are clearly
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not sum normal, which may be undesirable. In fact, the H1 optimized membership
functions do not even cover the entire range of crisp values. This is nonintuitive, but
there is nothing problematic about this from a mathematical point of view.
Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the default fuzzy cruise controller with the cruise
controller that was optimized with sum normal constraints (for the same test case
as described above). As above, the reduction in settling time is noticeable for the
optimized cruise control. However, a comparison with Fig. 2 shows that (as
expected) the constrained controller does not perform as well as the unconstrained
controller. As seen from Fig. 5, the optimized membership functions are indeed
sum normal. Comparison of Figs. 3 and 5 shows what a drastic diﬀerence sum
normal constraints can make in the resultant membership functions.
Table 2 compares the cruise controllers normalized training error as deﬁned
by (9) for various membership functions. The table also shows the improvement
that is obtained when the algorithm is run without the pseudo-steady-state
approximation.
It is seen from Table 2 that the removal of the pseudo-steady-state approximation
generally results in a decrease of the error function value—sometimes by only a small
amount, but other times by a large amount. In addition, unconstrained optimization
generally results in better performance than constrained optimization. We can also
see that H1 ﬁltering results in better performance than Kalman ﬁltering. However,
this should not be taken as an inviolable law. The performance of H1 ﬁltering and
Kalman ﬁltering both depend strongly on the initial conditions of the membership
functions and the tuning parameters of the optimization algorithm. For H1 ﬁltering
we need to choose appropriate values of c and B in (14) and (25). For Kalman ﬁltering we need to choose appropriate values of of the matrices P0, Q, and R, as discussed in [25]. In general we can get better performance from H1 ﬁltering because
the H1 ﬁlter is inherently more robust to linearization errors than the Kalman ﬁlter.
The Matlab code that was used to generate these results can be downloaded from the

Fig. 4. Test data before and after constrained optimization.
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Fig. 5. Output membership functions: (a) default; (b) optimized via constrained Kalman ﬁltering;
(c) optimized via constrained H1 ﬁltering.
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Table 2
Test case error comparison
Optimization method

Normalized training error
Steady-state

Non-steady-state

Default
Unconstrained Kalman ﬁltering
Constrained Kalman ﬁltering
Unconstrained H1 ﬁltering
Constrained H1 ﬁltering

1000
689
399
435
344

1000
42
399
27
254

The initial fuzzy controller in all cases had a normalized training error of 1000.

4. Conclusion
We have shown that the membership functions of a fuzzy controller can be optimized via H1 ﬁltering. In general, this optimization method results in membership
functions that are not sum normal; that is, the membership function values do not
add up to one at each point in the domain. We therefore extended the H1 ﬁltering
algorithm to ensure that the resulting membership functions are sum normal. This
results in a fuzzy controller with worse performance than the unconstrained
membership functions (in general), but sum normality may be desirable for several
reasons (as discussed in Section 1).
The optimization methods presented in this paper were demonstrated on a simulated fuzzy automotive cruise controller. As expected, unconstrained optimization
resulted in better performance than constrained optimization. But unconstrained
optimization also resulted in non-normal membership functions while constrained
optimization resulted in sum normal membership functions. In general, H1 ﬁltering
for fuzzy membership function optimization resulted in better performance than
Kalman ﬁltering. This is to be expected because the H1 ﬁlter is more robust to
model errors and linearization errors than Kalman ﬁltering.
H1 ﬁltering and Kalman ﬁltering are both sensitive to the values of their tunable
parameters and to initial conditions. They should be viewed as ‘‘ﬁne-tuning’’ methods rather than as global optimization methods. Initial optimization could be conducted with a more global method, such as one of the derivative-free methods
discussed in Section 1. After the global optimization method ﬁnds the general neighborhood of the optimal membership function parameters, H1 ﬁltering or Kalman
ﬁltering could be used to ﬁne-tune the results.
Further work in this area could focus on the convergence properties of the H1
ﬁlter and the Kalman ﬁlter in this application (for example, following the lines of
[35]), the eﬀect of the tunable parameters of the ﬁlters, the optimization of fuzzy systems with nontriangular membership functions, or the extension of this work to
other derivative-based schemes (e.g., unscented ﬁltering [36]) for the optimization
of fuzzy membership functions.
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